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About This Game

Super Keepy Ups is about one thing: keeping a ball in the air.

And fish.

Well it's not really about fish, but there are fish... And technically you need to keep the ball in the water rather than the air...
And the ball isn't so much a ball as it is a bubble...

OK, let's try again.

Super Keepy Ups is about one thing: 1 bubble, 2 fish and an undisclosed number of gravity(s?)*.

Super Keepy Ups is the debut game from Infinite Beta Games; born out of a love of keepy ups and a nostalgia for 2 player
keyboard-crowding classics such as the Commodore 64's CJ's Elephant Antics, and DOS's Jazz Jackrabbit 2. With a single

player high score mode, a local 2 player co-operative high score mode, and a menu system that is truly part of the game itself
rather than a clunky break in play, Super Keepy Ups has an addictiveness and fluidity that belies it's simplicity.

Grab a friend, or just grab yourself, and keep that ball from dropping! And remember, Super Keepy Ups is about one thing:
getting the highest score you possibly can.

*Disclaimer: there is only one gravity in this game.
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Oh, and thinking about it, I'm pretty sure the plural for gravity is graviti. Like Octopi.
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Publisher:
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Simple strategic fun. Easy to pick up, making it a good game to play with friends on the fly.. \u2193\u2193 PROFILE
THEME \u2193\u2193
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=OWXkW3EhVYY. This was probably the most complicated Nancy Drew game I've ever
played (or at least so far). There are a lot more mini games and stuff to do than usual, and you switch between playing as Nancy
or Bess, which was a fun twist. In many ways, this game is completely different from the typical Nancy Drew series.

For those who have never played a Nancy Drew game before, I probably wouldn't recommend starting with this game because
it's so complicated.. I decided to buy this as the trailer looked interesting and also it seems like others haven't tried it nor have
they reviewed it.

I'll keep this short and simple.

Pros:
The graphics quality is really decent
The levels are very good, very creatively designed and very hard, somewhat addictive.

Cons:
- The controls are pretty bad, I tested it on controller and keyboard, controller is indeed easier as the seller suggests, however it
is still bad either way. A lot of the difficulty of the game actually comes from the controlls, if the controlls were better then this
game would not only be as hard but it would also be more enjoyable.

- UI for the main menu is quite bland, i initially thought i was playing a game imported from mobile to pc, doesn't make sense to
me why the UI is like that. Could have definitely been more effort in regards to how it looks.

I think this game would have a good place as a mobile game, instead of using a joystick to control, it would instead make more
sense to me to be able to use your fingers on the screen to direct the ball.

If it hasn't done so already, i suggest a rerelease on mobile platforms and instead implement touch control.. It's ok it feels like a
party game I don't know why but it does probaly because everytime I play a party game I start to punch myself in the face just
like I do in this game, a lot. I started making a dent in my wall I think from the back of my skull.. This game reminds me of
myself back in calculus class, you see during my calculus class I didn't study at all so I was always not prepared for the quizzes
and tests and I failed the course, however calculus didn't have respawn points but in DARK SOULS\u2122 III there are bonfires
I tried making one in my calculus class but I got expelled from the school so now I've got nothing to do but keep playing DARK
SOULS\u2122 III the game punishes me for every mistake, it shows me my weaknesses and therefore makes me a stronger
person.
Thank you DARK SOULS\u2122 III :'). I Wish I had this game when I was younger.

11\/10. Marry me Kasumi
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A Difficult but enjoyable indie shmup. Hope more people play it in the future.. "LABOR OF LOVE" AWARD. Best quest
puzzle adventure game ever. I wish I could forget the whole thing just to play it again!. Great tank removal offense strat. Guns!
Anime girlies! Loud music! Bouncing boobies! This is truly 'cheap thrills', in the best way! Look at the screenshots; says it all
really. Bargain.. I have a couple of complaints about the competition itself (why this emphasis on pitch and video? product is
more important, no?), but the movie itself is alright. It doesn\u2019t create capital-D Drama out of competition itself, which is a
good choice. But I think viewers are ready for a more in-depth look at the actual creation of apps and games, but it\u2019s not
here. It is, for a good reason, more about people involved. In the best parts, it\u2019s heartwarming, in the worst parts it\u2019s
awkward (hey, they are a bunch of teenagers, what can you expect).

Buy it, rent it, or don\u2019t, just don\u2019t read Steam\u2019s disquisitions for this movie, it\u2019s not worth it.

P.S. And now you can see \u201chelpfulness\u201d of this recommendation plummet.. This is a polished platformer with plenty
of mechanics to play with and a good sense of how to hide secrets in its levels. It's not the longest game in terms of time spent to
complete it, but the levels present a good variety of challenges, and make good use of the various mechanics available through
the characters you meet up with. The only thing I wish I'd seen would be variations of the character teamups you could have
had, but what's here is great already.

If you don't like platformers in the first place, I doubt this would change your mind, but for everyone else, it's worth a try!. The
game was running pretty bad with 1050ti and ryzen 51400.But after the last hotfix i am getting 70+ fps in ultra. Now I only wish
if they would have a ping optimization and thats all.. Do you remember games like Knytt, Deep Within A Forest and the like
fondly?
If so, get this.

I actually came back to this page to scout how much it costs as a christmas gift to a friend of mine, and found out they changed
it to be a free game. Seriously, try it!. It seems the game is trying to be similar to Monkey Island, which isn't necessarily a bad
thing. Imitation is sometimes considered flattery afterall. But, I will say, sometimes the dialogue just makes not much sense,
while humorous at times, its sometimes a bit flat. Also, the story has some serious holes in it. Sometimes plot holes can be
excused, but these are of the severe type that if you catch them you'll be wondering, "Where did he come from?" or "How does
he know all of this?" And its never explained later on how one of the characters knows what he knows(which would have been
acceptable).

But if you want something quick, and easy and it requires a little bit of brain power (some puzzles are okay, some are a bit...odd,
for lack of a better word) then this game is for you. However, I don't think its worth ten dollars for its length. Perhaps $4.99.
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